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Chalkboard Skills for Literacy

by Roger Mundy
(in consultation with Ian Cheffy)

As the Geography teacher at Ukarumpa High School, Papua New Guinea,
for 12 years, I discovered a good deal about the versatility and usefulness of
chalkboards in a teaching situation. Since many of the basic skills are transferable
to a literacy teaching context, I recently led a session for participants on a literacy
training course here at Horsleys Green and the following article is based on the
ideas which came out of this.

The areas I will deal with here are general writing skills, some hints on how
to set up and use chalkboards effectively and keeping things clean. You will find
an excellent article on the construction of chalkboards in “READ” magazine,
Vol.33, no.2 (Oct.1998), and a useful survey on the use of boards and slates in
the PNG context in “READ”, vol.3, no.2 (Apr.1968). The points mentioned here
will hopefully complement the material in these articles.

A. General writing skills

Demonstrate the following points by writing them on a chalkboard and
discussing them with the trainees:

1. Write clearly, using white or yellow chalk (darker colours are less visible
but can be used in maps, pictures or decoration). Use moderate and even
pressure to create consistent lettering.

2. Use a printing style, making letters large enough for students to see (this will
depend on the size of the group, the room or space you are using).

3. Slow down! This helps you to write more clearly and gives time for your
learners to copy down information as necessary.
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4. Use short pieces  of chalk (new long ones snap easily).

5. Don’t stand in the way! Move across the board, duck down or stand aside
frequently to enable your learners to see clearly especially if they are copying.

6. Keep lines straight and give clear spacing between words.

7. Use a chalkboard ruler when you need long straight lines.

It is important that trainees practise these skills. Literacy teacher training
courses should incorporate practice sessions with chalkboards.

Some of these points will also apply to the use of whiteboards, widely used
now in UK schools. However, I have found that words written with dry-wipe
markers are not as clear as chalk, since the eye favours white lettering against a
dark background on large surfaces (such as road signs). It will also be more
difficult and expensive to supply whiteboards, with markers, dry-wipe cloths
and cleaning materials, than to use the traditional chalkboard in most developing
countries.

B. Set-up tips

1. Make sure all learners can see the board clearly. This usually means having
some space in front (3-4m), so that those sitting at the widest angles on either
side can still read the whole board. We had a platform at the front of the
Geography room in Ukarumpa, which gave the necessary space, but also
sufficient height for those sitting at the back to see clearly over the heads of
those near the front!

2. A rectangular board is best, giving the width needed for “landscape” view,
but make it high enough (1.5m/5 feet) to be able to use “portrait” view also.

3. Almost any good, flat surface can be used for a chalkboard. You can paint
directly onto a wall or make loose boards to stand on an easel. These are
particularly useful for village situations, but need to be of a size and weight
that is portable by hand.

4. If boards are in regular use, re-paint annually with either black or green
chalkboard paint. Use two coats to get a good even surface.

5. After painting, run over the entire board lightly with the side of a piece of
chalk (or a well-chalked board duster) then rub the board evenly to produce
a thin film of chalk. Never write directly onto a newly-painted board as it is
very difficult to erase these marks.
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C. Using chalkboards effectively

1. Organise points well. I always found it helpful to have an outline prepared
ahead of time, which I used as the basis for written material on the board.

2.  Make each point short and succinct.

3. Use different letter styles, illustration and even decoration!

4. Spell out names that are likely to be new to your learners, especially proper
names and technical words.

5. Use the side of a short piece of chalk for bold letters and styles.

6.  If you need to draw complex shapes, maps, etc. during a session, it helps to
draw faint pencil lines ahead of time as guidelines for the chalk. They are not
visible to the learners and your artistic ability will be impressive!

D. Clearing up and keeping clean

1. Always rub out used information thoroughly, drawing the duster down in
vertical strokes to remove excess chalk dust into the chalk tray for removal.

2.  Keep board dusters clean by hitting them against brick or concrete walls.
(Tropical rain soon removes the white splashes!)

3. Have a plentiful supply of white chalk and a few other colours, but keep
them separated to avoid a messy box full of pieces covered in a mixed colour
dust!

4. Never put reusable adhesive (e.g. BluTac)  or sticky tape on the surface
of a chalkboard, as it will pull surface paint off, leaving little pitted scars
which will be hard to write over.

Chalkboard skills are certainly worth developing, whether you are teaching
in schools, adult literacy classes or in training national colleagues. If your writing
style is clear, confident and well-organised, you will find that your learners
progress so much better with their own writing skills.

There is much more that could be said about the use of chalkboards, but you
will develop ideas and tricks of your own to suit your particular situation, so I
won’t bore you with all the exciting ways a Geography teacher can cover a
large chalkboard! Why not have a try on your own?✍
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